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SLC MATERIALS correlated to BC MINISTRY’S REDESIGNED CURRICULUM                          English Language Arts 7  
 

Here’s how the SLC: Student Leadership for Change materials developed by Be The Change Earth Alliance (BTCEA) support some of the Big Ideas and 
Learning Standards of this course. 
Under each Curricular Competency we have indicated the SLC COMPONENTS that foster the development of that specific competency. 
Under the Ministry’s Content column we have indicated the SLC CONTENT, in either the teachers’ lesson materials or the students’ Action Packs that 
addresses the Ministry’s learning standards. 

CORE COMPETENCIES BIG IDEAS 
 

COMMUNICATION The communication competency encompasses the set of abilities that students use to impart and 
exchange information, experiences and ideas, to explore the world around them, and to understand and effectively engage in 
the use of digital media. 

THINKING The thinking competency encompasses the knowledge, skills and processes we associate with intellectual 
development. It is through their competency as thinkers that students take subject-specific concepts and content and 
transform them into a new understanding. Thinking competence includes specific thinking skills as well as habits of mind, and 
meta-cognitive awareness. 

PERSONAL & SOCIAL Personal and social competency is the set of abilities that relate to students' identity in the world, both 
as individuals and as members of their community and society. Personal and social competency encompasses the abilities 
students need to thrive as individuals, to understand and care about themselves and others, and to find and achieve their 
purposes in the world. 

SLC COMPONENTS The entire inquiry based SLC program is designed to foster these competencies. These specific learning 
goals are outlined in each Action Pack. You can assess how well these goals have been met by having students complete their 
Self Evaluation found in the Teacher’s Kit for each of the Value Modules. Each specific component of SLC engages with one or 
more core competency. 

 Language and text can be a source of 
creativity and joy. 
 
Exploring stories and other texts helps 
us understand ourselves and make 
connections to others and to the world. 
 
Exploring and sharing multiple 
perspectives extends our thinking. 
 
Developing our understanding of how 
language works allows us to use it 
purposefully. 
 
Questioning what we hear, read and view 
contributes to our ability to be educated 
and engaged citizens.  
 

 

Learning Standards 

Curricular Competencies Content 

Students are expected to be able to do the following: 
  Comprehend and connect (reading, listening, viewing)  

• Access information and ideas for diverse purposes and from a variety of sources and evaluate 
their relevance, accuracy and reliability 

SLC COMPONENTS 

Students need to read, hear and view a variety of pre-vetted articles and videos from 

Students are expected to know the following: 
• Strategies and processes: reading strategies, oral 

language strategies, metacognitive strategies, 
writing processes. 
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the SLC Library of Links in order to answer the Research Questions. This exposes 
students to a diversity of forms and genres of texts that convey different messages and 
increases their familiarity with various text styles and the ways that they are used to 
convey certain messages.  

Students may be guided further by the teacher to recognize and appreciate how 
different features, forms, and genres of texts and videos reflect different purposes, 
audiences, and messages. 

 
• Apply appropriate strategies to comprehend written, oral, and visual texts, guide inquiry, and 

extend thinking 

SLC COMPONENTS 

Each Action Pack invites students to embark on a big picture inquiry that is 
supplemented by the Global Research (Library of Links), Local Activity (Experiential 
research in their homes or community), Action Survey (trying out personal change 
actions that impact the issue), and Critical Thinking questions (to discuss with 
classmates before expressing their personal opinion. In this way, students apply 
different strategies to comprehend written, oral, and visual texts and extend their 
thinking on complex issues. 

 
• Thinking critically, creatively, and reflectively to explore ideas within, between, and beyond 

texts 

SLC COMPONENTS 

To answer the Critical Thinking questions in each Action Pack, students must evaluate 
the relevance and accuracy of what they have researched in order to formulate their 
own conclusions. They are invited to reflectively share their research, experiences and 
ideas with classmates in order to critically explore the impacts of change on different 
stakeholders. This allows students the opportunity to experience critical thinking and 
different view-points on complex issues.  

 
• Respond to text in personal, creative, and critical ways 

SLC COMPONENTS 
In student presentations, students are invited to creatively showcase the key 
highlights of their Action Pack, their personal experience taking action, and to make 
a persuasive presentation to classmates to make discerning lifestyle choices. 
 

SLC CONTENT 

Each ‘Library of Links’ includes a variety of 
articles, videos, and infographics that 
students have to engage with and interpret in 
order to answer the Global Research 
questions, and to inform their own thinking in 
the Critical Thinking Questions. 

Students also create and deliver a class 
presentation, which can take many different 
forms such as: a poem, prose, and 
newspaper, allowing students to gain 
different writing skills and modes of 
expression.  
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• Synthesize ideas from a variety of sources to build understanding. 

SLC COMPONENTS 

The entire Action Pack process guides students to synthesize ideas from a variety of 
sources to build understanding. These sources include: on-line global research of 
articles, videos and websites; local research activities in homes, schools or community; 
personal experience of taking change actions; sharing research and critical thinking 
perspectives with their student partner or small group. The process of synthesizing ideas 
is realized in the final presentation to classmates.    

 
Create and communicate (writing, speaking, representing) 

• Exchange ideas and viewpoints to build shared understanding and extend thinking 

SLC COMPONENTS 

The Critical Thinking section of each Action Pack includes a question on 
stakeholders, asking students to reflect in groups on stakeholders and their 
differing view-points on a particular issue. This allows students the opportunity to 
extend thinking in groups. 
 

• Transform ideas and information to create original texts  

SLC COMPONENTS 

Students have the opportunity to create original texts including poems, newspaper 
articles, websites, and more based on the information and ideas they gained from 
their Action Pack.  

 
 
Be The Change Earth Alliance is a BC based Canadian charity founded in 2005 on the belief that global issues are intrinsically tied to our own values and 
actions. BTCEA co-creates curriculum with a consortium of teachers that equip and motivate Canadian youth to develop critical thinking and creative 
communication skills, build global awareness and proactively engage in positive solutions for a sustainable future. 

 
SLC: Student Leadership for Change has been co-developed with teachers in a 5 year iterative process of research and classroom testing to create 
teacher friendly lesson plans and student materials with age-appropriate language, actions, research links, and current pedagogical approaches to 
build civic leadership and engagement in making sustainable lifestyle choices.  

 
Contact BTCEA at 604-269-9874 or admin@bethechangeearthalliance.org for more info.

http://www.bethechangeearthalliance.org/
http://www.bethechangeearthalliance.org/teachers_guide
mailto:admin@bethechangeearthalliance.org


  

 


